1500 SERIES
1555 Vinyl Double-Hung Window

Take a closer look at the
1555 Double-Hung Window
Multi-chambered
construction

Double-pane
insulated glass
Both sashes exterior glazed and
aesthetically beveled
Decorative mortised
recessed locks

Metal reinforced
meeting rails

Duralite
Spacer System

Latching extruded
half screen

Comfort, Beauty, and Peace of Mind
The 1555 Vinyl Double-Hung Window combines superior
design with traditional craftsmanship and style with features
like beveled sashes and a welded sloped sill. A closer look
reveals energy efficient design options like insulated doublepane glass and heavy-duty weatherstripping.

Welded,
true sloped sill

Color Options

The MI Windows and Doors 1500 Series is designed for
energy efficiency, comfort, beauty, and peace of mind.
1500 Series windows are available in double-hung, picture
window and architectural shapes configurations.
White

Almond

Actual colors may vary.

1500 SERIES
1555 Vinyl Double-Hung Window
Glass Options
TMAX™ insulated glass packages are offered as an upgrade to help you
save heating and cooling costs while keeping your home more comfortable.
In warm weather, TMAX reduces solar heat gain, minimizing interior glare
and lowers interior glass temperature, saving energy and making your home
more comfortable. In cool weather, TMAX provides outstanding thermal
performance with warmer interior glass surfaces to help save energy and
maintain comfort during a cold winter.
Glass Surface
1 2

3 4
3/4” O.A.

Interior
Neutral color Low E
on surface 2

Meets ENERGY STAR ®
requirements in North,
North-Central, and
South Central Zones.

Argon Gas
Duralite
Spacer

Additional Features
Patented detent
clip to prevent
the top sash from
drifting

Spring-loaded
night latches for
added safety,
security and
ventilation

Recessed tilt
latches for
convenient and
easy operation

Min. and Max. Frame Sizes

Grid Options
Flat and sculptured grids are available in standard and
custom patterns.

24 1/2’’

24 1/2’’

60’’

80’’

5/8” Flat Grid
(between the glass)

15’’

48 1/4”
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52’’

11/16” Sculptured Grid
(between the glass)
Colonial

9-Lite
Perimeter

6-Lite
Perimeter

